We explore relationships between the family of successively weaker almost convexity conditions, and successively weaker tame combing conditions. We show that both Thompson's group F and the Baumslag-Solitar groups BS(1, p) with p ≥ 3 admit a tame combing with a linear radial tameness function. By earlier work of Belk and Bux showing that F is not minimally almost convex, and of Elder and Hermiller showing that BS(1, p) with p ≥ 7 is not minimally almost convex, in each case with respect to a standard generating set, this result provides examples of groups and generating sets satisfying a strong tame combing condition yet not even the weakest almost convexity condition on the same generating set. We also show that an inclusion on strong tame combing conditions is strict by showing that although BS(1, p) with the standard generators and p ≥ 8 does admit a tame combing with a linear radial tameness function, the linear coefficient of the tameness function must be greater than 1.
Introduction
Several notions of almost convexity for groups have been developed in geometric group theory, from the most restrictive property defined by Cannon [4] to the weakest notion of minimal almost convexity introduced by Kapovich [12] . For a group G with generating set A, almost convexity conditions for different classes of functions measure, in terms of the given function, how close balls in the Cayley graph for (G, A) are to being convex sets. Results of Thiel [18] and Elder and Hermiller [6] , respectively, show that Cannon's almost convexity and minimal almost convexity, respectively, are not quasi-isometry invariants.
Mihalik and Tschantz [13] introduced the notion of a tame 1-combing of a 2-complex, and in particular of the Cayley complex of a group presentation, in the context of studying properties of 3-manifolds. Hermiller and Meier [9] refined the definition of tame combing to differentiate between types of tameness functions, analogous to almost convexity conditions. For a group G with presentation P, intuitively the radial tameness function measures the relationship, for any loop, between the size of the ball in the Cayley complex containing the loop and the size of the ball needed to contain a disk filling in that loop. Hermiller and Meier [9] showed that the advantage of studying balls in a Cayley complex from the viewpoint of tame combings and radial tameness functions is that the classes of tame combable groups are, up to Lipschitz equivalence of radial tameness functions (for example, linear functions or exponential functions), invariant under quasiisometry. In the same paper they also showed that several classes of almost convex groups are contained in the quasi-isometry invariant class of groups admitting a 1-combing with a linear radial tameness function.
In this paper we seek to further understand the correspondence between the hierarchy of almost convexity conditions present in Cayley graphs and the hierarchy of tame combing functions on the Cayley complex with the same graph, extending work begun by Hermiller and Meier in [9, 10] . In Date: September 1, 2009. The first author acknowledges support from National Science Foundation grant DMS-0811002. The fourth author acknowledges support from National Science Foundation grant DMS-0604645. The third and fourth authors acknowledge support from a Bowdoin College Faculty Research Award. particular, we show that groups which are known to not be minimally almost convex with respect to their standard generating sets, namely Thompson's group F and the Baumslag-Solitar group BS(1, p) with p ≥ 7, admit tame 1-combings with linear radial tameness functions. Additionally, we show that, with respect to the standard generating set, the linear combing function for BS (1, p) with p ≥ 8 requires a linear coefficient which is greater than one. We give further details on these results and their context within the two hierarchies in Section 1.3, after we give more precise definitions of the two concepts of almost convexity and tame combings.
1.1. Almost convexity conditions on Cayley graphs. For a group G with a finite inverseclosed generating set A, let Γ(G, A) denote the Cayley graph of G with respect to A, and let d A denote the word metric with respect to this generating set. The pair (G, A) satisfies the almost convexity condition AC f for a function f : N → R + if there is an r 0 ∈ N such that for every two points a, b in the sphere S(r) (centered at the identity) with d A (a, b) ≤ 2 and every natural number r > r 0 , there is a path inside the ball B(r) from a to b of length no more than f (r).
Every group satisfies the almost convexity condition AC f for the function f (r) = 2r, as two points in the ball of radius r can always be connected by a path of length 2r which remains inside B(r), simply by going to the identity and returning outward. Thus the weakest nontrivial almost convexity condition for a pair (G, A) is AC f for the function f (r) = 2r − 1. Kapovich [12] and Riley [17] have shown that this minimal almost convexity condition (MAC) implies finite presentation of the group and the existence of an algorithm for constructing the Cayley graph.
At the other end of the spectrum, (G, A) is almost convex (AC) in the sense of Cannon [4] if it satisfies AC f for a constant function f . Between the constant function and f (r) = 2r − 1, there are a number of other possible functions which give rise to a range of almost convexity conditions. For example, Poénaru [16] , [15] studied the property AC f for sublinear functions f .
Tame combings of Cayley complexes.
Let G = A | R be a finitely presented group (with A inverse-closed). Let X denote the Cayley complex corresponding to this presentation, with 0-and 1-skeletons X 0 = G and X 1 = Γ(G, A); that is, X 1 is the Cayley graph with respect to this presentation.
In order to have a notion of a ball centered at the identity ǫ in the 2-complex X, the notion of distance on the vertices Cayley graph is extended to a notion of level on the entire complex. The following definition is equivalent to that in [9] . Definition 1.1.
(1) If g is a vertex in X 0 , the level lev(g) is defined to be the word length l A (g) with respect to the generating set A.
(2) If x ∈ X 1 − X 0 , then x is in the interior of some edge, with vertices g, h ∈ X 0 . Then let lev(x) := lev(g) + lev(h) 2 + 1 4 (3) If x ∈ X − X 1 , then x is in the interior of some 2-cell, with vertices g 1 , g 2 , . . . , g n along the boundary, and lev(x) := lev(g 1 ) + lev(g 2 ) + · · · + lev(g n ) n + 1 4 + 1 c where if R = {r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r k }, and for each 1 ≤ i ≤ k, n i is the number of letters in the relator r i , then c := 4n 1 n 2 · · · n k + 1.
Intuitively, a 0-combing of a group G with generating set A is a choice of path in the Cayley graph Γ(G, A) from the identity to each group element. To obtain a 1-combing for (G, A | R ), a 0-combing is extended continuously through the 1-skeleton of the Cayley complex. Viewing the ball of radius q in X as the set of points of level at most q, a radial tameness function ρ : Q → R + for a 1-combing ensures that once a combing path leaves the ball of radius ρ(q), it never returns to the ball of radius q. Definition 1.2. The pair (G, A | R ) satisfies the tame combing condition T C ρ for a function ρ : Q → R + if there is a continuous function Ψ : X 1 × [0, 1] → X satisfying:
(1) For all x ∈ X 1 , Ψ(x, 0) = ǫ and Ψ(x, 1) = x, (2) Ψ(X 0 × [0, 1]) ⊆ X 1 , and (3) For all x ∈ X 1 , 0 ≤ s < t ≤ 1, and q ∈ Q, if lev(Ψ(x, s)) > ρ(q), then lev(Ψ(x, t)) > q.
The function Ψ is a 1-combing of X, and ρ is a radial tameness function for Ψ.
A continuous function Ψ : X 0 × [0, 1] → X 1 with Ψ(x, 0) = ǫ and Ψ(x, 1) = x for all x ∈ X 0 is called a 0-combing for the pair (G, A). The restriction of a 1-combing to the vertices of X is a 0-combing.
In [9] , Hermiller and Meier show that the condition T C ρ is independent of the choice of presentation for the group, up to a Lipschitz equivalence on the radial tameness functions. Hence it makes sense to define the class of groups admitting a tame 1-combing with a linear radial tameness function, and also classes with polynomial and exponential radial tameness functions.
1.3. Hierarchies of convexity and combing functions. A pair (G, A | R ) may satisfy a variety of almost convexity and tame combing conditions. In Figure 1 below, we illustrate what is known about the relevant relationships between the different classes of almost convexity functions, and the different classes of possible radial tameness functions which arise from tame 1-combings. In particular, all descending vertical arrows in Figure 1 follow immediately from the definitions.
These two chains of conditions are tied together at the base by the results of Hermiller and Meier [9] , which show that a pair (G, A) is almost convex if and only if there is a set of defining relations R such that the pair (G, A | R ) admits a 1-combing satisfying the radial tameness function ρ(q) = q.
In Theorem D of [9] , Hermiller and Meier showed that the property AC f with f sublinear, together with a linear isodiametric function (a combination of properties motivated by work of Poénaru in [15] ), imply the existence of a 1-combing with a linear radial tameness function. It follows from Riley's work [17] that the property AC f with f sublinear implies a linear isodiametric function, and so this extra assumption was redundant. As a consequence, we also have that AC f with f sublinear implies the condition T C ρ with ρ linear.
Tantalizing questions to consider, given these results, involve the potential connections between weaker notions of almost convexity and radial tameness functions. As yet, there are few examples known, other than for groups satisfying the condition AC f with f sublinear, of 1-combings with restricted tameness functions for groups.
In this paper we construct 1-combings with linear radial tameness functions for two groups which appear frequently in geometric group theory. Both of these results also show that the existence of a tame 1-combing with a linear radial tameness function for a pair (G, A) does not imply that (G, A) is minimally almost convex.
For the first example, we show in Theorem 4.4 that Thompson's group F admits a tame 1-combing with a linear radial tameness function. Our proof includes a detailed analysis of the Cayley complex for the presentation x 0 ,
The initial 0-combing of F is based in the nested traversal normal forms described by Cleary and Taback in [5] , and the 1-combing is then inductively extended through the Cayley 2-complex. Combining this with the result of Belk
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Hierarchy of radial tameness functions [9] [6] [9] , [17] * [1] , [6] , * Figure 1 . The relationships between the hierarchies of convexity conditions and degrees of radial tameness functions for a pair (G, A | R ). A slash across an arrow indicates that it is known that there exists a counterexample to the implication in that direction. Implications marked by a * are proved in this paper.
and Bux [1] that F is not minimally almost convex with respect to this finite generating set shows the non-implication above.
In our second example, we show in Theorem 5.1 that the Baumslag-Solitar group G = BS(1, p) = a, t | tat −1 = a p with p ≥ 3 also admits a tame 1-combing with a linear radial tameness function. As the pair (G, {a ±1 , t ±1 }) with p ≥ 7 was shown not to be minimally almost convex by Elder and Hermiller [6] , this also shows that the existence of a tame 1-combing with a linear radial tameness function does not imply minimal almost convexity for a pair (G, A). Miller and Shapiro [14] have shown that the group BS(1, p) does not satisfy Cannon's AC = AC constant condition for any generating set. Together these results show that the property T C ρ with ρ linear (which is independent of generating set) for a group G does not imply the existence of a generating set for G with respect to which the pair satisfies Cannon's almost convexity AC, nor the existence of a presentation for which the pair has a 1-combing with radial tameness function ρ(n) = n.
These examples show that the quasi-isometry independent class T C linear of groups with a 1-combing satisfying a linear radial tameness function contains groups which are not even minimally almost convex for some particular generating set. However, this leaves open the question of whether every group in T C linear , and in particular whether F and BS(1, p) with p ≥ 3, might have some generating set with respect to which it is minimally almost convex.
Other intriguing questions involve the possibility of upward implications in either of the two hierarchies. For almost convexity, Elder and Hermiller [6] have exhibited a pair (G, A) which is minimally almost convex but does not satisfy the condition AC f with f sublinear. It is still an open question whether there can be a pair (G, A) with the Poénaru AC f with f sublinear condition that does not also satisfy Cannon's AC property.
Considering the same question in the radial tameness hierarchy, in Theorem 6.1 we show that although the pair BS(1, p) with the presentation above and p ≥ 8 admits a 1-combing with a linear radial tameness function, the function must have multiplicative constant greater than 1; that is, ρ(q) = q + C for any choice of constant C.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide a brief introduction to Thompson's group F . In Section 3, we construct the 1-combing of F , and in Section 4 we show that this combing satisfies a linear tameness function to prove Theorem 4.4. In Section 5 we show that G = BS(1, p) with p ≥ 3 has a 1-combing which satisfies a linear tameness function, proving Theorem 5.1. Finally, Section 6 is devoted to the proof of Theorem 6.1.
An introduction to Thompson's group F
We present a brief introduction to Thompson's group F and refer the reader to [3] for a more detailed discussion. This group has a standard infinite presentation:
The elements x 0 and x 1 are sufficient to generate the entire group, since powers of x 0 conjugate x 1 to x i for i ≥ 2. Only two relators are required for a presentation with the generating set A := {x 0 , x 1 }, resulting in the finite presentation for F :
. This is the most commonly used finite generating set and presentation for Thompson's group F , and in this paper we will build the 1-combing for F using the Cayley complex for this presentation.
With respect to the infinite presentation given above, each element w ∈ F can be written in normal form as
This normal form is unique if we further require that when both x i and x −1 i occur, so does x i+1 or x −1 i+1 , as discussed by Brown and Geoghegan [2] . We will use the term infinite normal form to mean this unique normal form, and write w = w p w n where w p is the maximal subword of this normal form with positive exponents, and w n is the maximal subword with negative exponents.
Elements of F can be viewed combinatorially as pairs of finite binary rooted trees, each with the same number n of carets, called tree pair diagrams. Let T be a finite rooted binary tree. We define a caret of T to be a vertex of the tree together with two downward oriented edges, which we refer to as the left and right edges of the caret. The right (respectively left) child of a caret c is defined to be a caret which is attached to the right (respectively left) edge of c. If a caret c does not have a right (respectively left) child, we call the right (respectively left) leaf of c exposed. The caret itself is exposed if both of its leaves are also leaves of the tree; that is, the caret has no children.
For a given tree T , let N (T ) denote the number of carets in T . We number the carets from 1 through N (T ) in infix order. The infix ordering is carried out by numbering the left child of a caret c before numbering c, and the right child of c afterward. We use the infix numbers as names for the carets, and the statement p < q for two carets p and q simply expresses the relationship between their infix numbers. In a tree pair diagram (T, S), we refer to the pair of carets with infix number p, one in each tree, as the caret pair p.
A caret in a tree T is said to be a right (respectively left) caret if one of its sides lies on the right (respectively left) side of T . The root caret can be considered either left or right. All other carets are called interior carets. We also number the leaves of the tree T from left to right, from 0 through N (T ).
An element w ∈ F is represented by an equivalence class of tree pair diagrams, among which there is a unique reduced tree pair diagram. We say that a pair of trees is unreduced if when the leaves are numbered from 0 through N (T ), there is a caret in both trees with two exposed leaves bearing the same leaf numbers. If so, we remove that pair of carets, and renumber the carets in both trees. Repeating this process until there are no such pairs produces the unique reduced tree pair diagram representing w.
The equivalence of these two interpretations of Thompson's group is given using the infinite normal form for elements with respect to the standard infinite presentation, and the concept of leaf exponent. In a single tree T whose leaves are numbered from left to right beginning with 0, the leaf exponent E(k) of leaf number k is defined to be the integral length of the longest path of left edges from leaf k which does not reach the right side of the tree.
Given the reduced tree pair diagram (T, S) representing w ∈ F , compute the leaf exponents E(k) for all leaves k in T , numbered 0 through n = N (T ). The negative part of the infinite normal form for w is then x
. We compute the exponents E(k) for the leaves of the tree S and thus obtain the positive part of the infinite normal form as x
where m = N (S). Many of these exponents will be 0, and after deleting these, we can index the remaining terms to correspond to the infinite normal form given above, following [3] . As a result of this process, we often denote the unique reduced tree pair diagram for w by w = (T − (w), T + (w)), since the first tree in the pair determines the terms in the infinite normal form with negative exponents, and the second tree determines those terms with positive exponents. We refer to T − (w) as the negative tree in the pair, and T + (w) as the positive tree. Group multiplication is defined as follows when multiplying two elements represented by tree pair diagrams. Let w = (T − , T + ) and z = (S − , S + ). To form the product wz, we take unreduced representatives of both elements, (T ′ − , T ′ + ) and (S ′ − , S ′ + ), respectively, in which S ′ + = T ′ − . The product is then represented by the (possibly unreduced) pair of trees (S ′ − , T ′ + ). If the fewest possible carets are added to the tree pairs for g and h in order to make S ′ + = T ′ − , and yet the pair (S ′ − , T ′ + ) is unreduced, we say that a caret must be removed to reduce the tree pair diagram for wz. Given any w = (T − (w), T + (w)) in F , let N (w) := N (T − (w)) = N (T + (w)) denote the number of carets in either tree of a reduced tree pair diagram representing w. For any natural number k, let R k (respectively L k ) denote the tree with k right (respectively left) carets, and no other carets; if k = 0, R 0 (or L 0 ) denotes the empty tree. For w = w p w n , where as above w p and w n are the positive and negative subwords of the infinite normal form, the tree pair diagram (R N (w) , T + (w)) represents w p (w), and (T − (w), R N (w) ) represents w n . However, one of these tree pair diagrams may not be reduced. If the last k carets of T − (w) (respectively T + (w)) are all right carets, then at least k − 1 of them must be removed in order to produce the reduced tree pair diagram for w n (respectively w p ). The inverse of w is represented by the reduced tree pair diagram w −1 = (T + (w), T − (w)).
For an element w ∈ F , let l A (w) be the word length of w with respect to the generating set A = {x ±1 0 , x ±1 1 }. Following the notation of Horak, Stein and Taback [11] , the length l A (w) can be described in terms of the reduced tree pair diagram (T − (w), T + (w)) for w, with carets numbered in infix order. First, we say that caret number p in a tree T has type N if caret p + 1 is an interior caret which lies in the right subtree of p. (1) Caret p has type N in either T − (w) or T + (w), and is not a left caret in either tree, or (2) Caret p is a right caret in both T − (w) and T + (w) and caret p is neither the final caret in the tree pair diagram, nor a left caret in either tree.
Using this notation, the following lemma is proved in [11] .
is total number of carets in both trees of the reduced tree pair diagram which are not right carets, and p(w) is the number of penalty caret pairs. It then follows that N (w) is good estimate for the l A (w). Lemma 2.3 makes this relationship precise, and is used in the proof that the tameness function of the combing we construct below is linear.
Proof. Lemma 2.2 shows that each caret pair in the reduced tree pair diagram for w contributes 0, 1, 2, 3 or 4 to l A (w), and the upper bound on l A (w) follows immediately. The caret pair can contribute either 0, 1, or 2 to l ∞ (w), and can contribute another 2 if it is a penalty pair. In order for a caret pair to contribute zero to the word length of the element, both carets must be on the right side of the tree in order to not contribute to l ∞ (w), and either one is the root (in which case the pair is not a penalty pair because the root is also a left caret), or the pair is the last caret pair. So at most two caret pairs do not contribute anything to l A (w), which yields the lower bound on l A (w).
Finally, we include here a lemma which will be used in Section 3 and describes a family of words in F which are always nontrivial.
Lemma 2.4. Let w ∈ F , and suppose w = a 1 a 2 · · · a k where for each i, either a i or a −1
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on k. The base case k = 1 is trivial. Suppose w = a 1 a 2 · · · a k , and the indices of the generators satisfy the hypothesis of the lemma, and let i be the smallest index appearing in w. We will show that if w = 1, then we can obtain a shorter word satisfying the conditions on indices which is also 1 in F , contradicting the inductive hypothesis. 7 Utilizing the representation of elements of F as piecewise linear homeomorphisms of the unit interval (see [3] for details), x ±1 i has a breakpoint at 1 − (1/2) i , and the right derivative is 2 ∓1 at that breakpoint, but x ±1 j has support in
It follows that the net exponent of all generators x ±1 i occurring in w must be zero. We can write
, where for each j, w j is a nontrivial word in generators of the form x l for l > i and ǫ j ∈ {1, −1}, except possibly ǫ 1 and ǫ m+1 which may be zero. Note that if either ǫ 1 or ǫ m+1 are zero, then necessarily m ≥ 2, and if both are zero, then m ≥ 3. In any case, m ≥ 1, and for some pair of indices r and s, ǫ r = 1 and ǫ s = −1.
Case 1: If for some j, ǫ j = −1 and ǫ j+1 = 1, then let w ′ j be the word obtained from w j by increasing the index of each generator by 1.
in F . Furthermore, as i is the minimal index in the word w, we know that w ′ j begins and ends with x ±1 i+2 , w j−1 ends in x ±1 i+1 (or does not exist if j = 1), and w j+1 begins in x ±1 i+1 (or does not exist if j = m), and so replacing x
j produces a word of length k − 2 satisfying the hypotheses of the lemma. Case 2: If no such index j exists, and neither ǫ 1 nor ǫ m+1 is zero, then w begins with x i and ends with x −1 i . Therefore, since w = 1 in F , x −1 i wx i = 1 as well, and if w ′ is the word of length k − 2 obtained from w by deleting the first and last letters, then w ′ = x −1 i wx i = 1 in F , and w ′ satisfies the hypotheses of the lemma.
Case 3: If no such index j exists, and ǫ 1 = 0, then m ≥ 2 and ǫ 2 = 1. Let w ′ 1 be the word w 1 with the index of each generator increased by one. Then since w ′ 1 ends in x ±1 i+2 and w 2 begins in x ±1 i+1 , then replacing w 1 x i by x i w ′ 1 results in a word of the same length which still satisfies the hypotheses. Either this new word satisfies the conditions of Case 2, or else it does not end in x −1 i . But if not, then ǫ m+1 = 0, and one can do a similar substitution at that end to obtain a new word ending in x −1 i and beginning in x i which satisfies the conditions of Case 2. Applying the argument in Case 2 to this new word yields a word of length k − 2 satisfying the hypotheses of the lemma.
2.1.
Nested traversal normal forms. In general, there are many minimal length representatives of elements of F with respect to the standard finite generating set, and Fordham [8] described effective methods for finding all such minimal length representatives. Cleary and Taback [5] described a straightforward procedure which canonically produces a minimal length element (with respect to the generating set A = {x ±1 0 , x ±1 1 }) for a purely positive or purely negative element in F ; that is, an element w whose infinite normal form w p w n satisfies w = w p (hence contains only terms with positive exponents) or w = w n (hence contains only terms with negative exponents). They call these paths nested traversal paths due to their construction. The combing paths used below will be built from concatenating these nested traversal paths.
Let w ∈ F be a strictly negative element; that is, w = w n , and w is represented by a reduced tree pair diagram of the form (T − (w), R N (w) ), where R N (w) is a tree consisting only of N (T − (w)) right carets. To construct the nested traversal path corresponding to w, we proceed as follows. We number the carets of the tree T − (w) in infix order, beginning with 1. We proceed through the carets in infix order, adding generators x ±1 0 and x ±1 1 to the right end of the nested traversal path at each step according to the following rules.
(1) If the infix number of the caret is 1, add nothing to the nested traversal path.
(2) If the caret is a left caret with infix number greater than 1, add x −1 0 to the nested traversal path.
(3) If the caret is an interior caret, let T be the right subtree of the caret. If T is nonempty, add
x −1 0 γ T x 0 x −1 1 to the nested traversal path, where γ T is the nested traversal path obtained by following these rules for the carets of T . (4) If the caret is an interior caret and the right subtree of T is empty, then add x −1 1 to the nested traversal path. (5) If the caret is a right non-root caret, and its right subtree T contains an interior caret, add
x −1 0 γ T x 0 to the nested traversal path, where γ T is as above. (6) If the caret is a right non-root caret, and its right subtree T contains no interior carets, then add nothing to the nested traversal path.
It is proved in [5] that this method produces a minimal length word representing a negative element of F , with respect to the generating set {x 0 , x 1 }. We denote this nested traversal path for w by η(w). Notice that if extra right carets were appended both to the last leaf of the tree T − (w) and to the last leaf of R N (w) , the word produced by the algorithm above would not change.
We define the nested traversal normal form η(w) of an element w ∈ F as follows. Let w = w p w n from the infinite normal form. Then the element w −1 p , represented by the (not necessarily reduced) tree pair diagram (T + (w), R N (w) ), is strictly negative, and so has a nested traversal path from the definition, which is not affected by the possible reduction of the diagram, according to rule (6) of the procedure above. Hence we can define the nested traversal normal form for w p to be η(w p ) := (η(w −1 p )) −1 . Finally, the nested traversal normal form for w is the word η(w) := η(w p )η(w n ). Note that this is not necessarily a minimal length word representing the element w.
Cleary and Taback show in the proof of Theorem 6.1 of [5] that along a nested traversal normal form η(w) = a 1 a 2 . . . a n , the number of carets in the tree pair diagrams corresponding to the prefixes a 1 a 2 . . . a i never decreases, that is, N (a 1 a 2 · · · a i ) ≤ N (a 1 a 2 · · · a i+1 ). This follows from the construction of the paths: the multiplication (a 1 a 2 . . . a i ) · a i+1 never causes a reduction of carets. Our proof of the tameness of the 0-combing given by the nested traversal normal forms uses this property combined with the relationship between l A (w) and N (w) described in Lemma 2.3.
Constructing the combing of F
In this section, we construct a 1-combing of the group F with respect to the presentation
; in Section 4 we will show that this combing satisfies a linear radial tameness function. Let X be the Cayley complex for this presentation.
We first construct a 0-combing of F with respect to A = {x 0 , x 1 } by defining a continuous function Ψ : X 0 × [0, 1] → X 1 where, for any w ∈ F , the restriction Ψ : {w} × [0, 1] → X 1 is labeled by the nested traversal normal form η(w) for w. We call this 0-combing Ψ the nested traversal 0-combing. Now we must extend this 0-combing to a 1-combing. All edges in the Cayley graph fall into one of two categories, "good" and "bad". The good edges consist of those edges where the combing path to one endpoint contains the other endpoint, and thus points along that edge are combed through the 1-skeleton. The bad edges include all of those edges where this is not the case, and thus the points along the edge in question must be combed through the 2-skeleton. To make this more formal, we introduce some notation. For each w ∈ F , let Ψ w be the 0-combing path in X 1 from the identity to w (labeled by η(w)), and let Ψ −1 w be the inverse path from w to the identity. Recall that each directed edge in the Cayley graph X 1 = Γ(F, {x 0 , x 1 }) is labeled either by the generator x 0 or the generator x 1 . We formalize the notion of good and bad edges in the following definition.
Definition 3.1. If the set of endpoints of an edge e is of the form {w, wx −1 0 }, we denote the edge as e 0 (w), and if the set of endpoints of an edge e is of the form {w, wx −1 1 }, we denote the edge as e 1 (w).
Moreover, for the edge e a (w), where a ∈ {0, 1}, if the loop γ e := Ψ w e a (w)Ψ −1 wx −1 a is homotopic to the trivial loop in the Cayley graph, we call the edge e a (w) a good edge, and if not, we call the edge e a (w) a bad edge. Then the nested traversal 0-combing Ψ : X 0 × [0, 1] → X 1 can be extended to a 1-combing Ψ :
Proof. We remark that the hypotheses of the theorem imply that the mapping from bad edges to 2-cells is injective. Let G be the set of good edges. We extend the 0-combing in two stages. First, extend Ψ :
using the homotopies for the good edges. Next, note that the partial ordering on B is well-founded, and so we may apply Noetherian induction to define Ψ on bad edges as follows. Suppose we have already extended the combing to Ψ : 
provides combing paths from the identity to each of the points of ∂c(e) \ Int(e). Reparametrize these paths and concatenate them with the paths from the homotopy Θ to define the homotopy Ψ : e × [0, 1] → X. This yields a homotopy Ψ :
Then by induction, the 0-combing extends to a 1-combing Ψ :
The remainder of this section is devoted to establishing the hypotheses of Theorem 3.2.
3.1.
Identifying the good edges. The goal of this section is to identify the good edges in Γ(F, A = {x 0 , x 1 }). This is accomplished in the following theorem.
). If any one of the following four conditions holds, then the edge e a (w), with a ∈ {0, 1}, is a good edge:
(1) The index a = 0.
(2) The tree T − (w) has at most two right carets.
(3) The tree T − (w) has at least three right carets, no carets need be removed to reduce the tree pair diagram for wx −1 1 , and all carets following the third right caret in T − (w), if any, are right carets.
(4) The tree T − (w) has at least three right carets but no interior carets, caret n must be removed to reduce the tree pair diagram for wx −1 1 , and caret n is the first exposed caret in T + (w).
We prove this theorem in two lemmas, considering separately the cases e 0 (w) and e 1 (w). To prove each lemma, we simply compare the nested traversal forms for the two endpoints of the edge in each situation in the hypotheses of Theorem 3.3.
Proof. Let z = wx −1 0 . We compare η(w) and η(z), and show that the nested traversal normal forms satisfy one of the following three conditions. In each case it follows immediately that e 0 (w) is a good edge.
. As usual, let w = (T − (w), T + (w)) and z = (T − (z), T + (z)) denote reduced tree pair diagrams. The tree pair diagram (S − , S + ) for x −1 0 is given in Figure 2 . Suppose first that T − (w) has only one right caret, the root caret. The left subtree of the root caret must then be nonempty; let A(w) be this subtree, and let γ A be the substring of η(w n ) consisting of all generators corresponding to carets in A(w). Then η(w n ) = γ A x −1 0 . In multiplying z = wx −1 0 , a caret is appended to the rightmost leaf of each of the trees for w, and the tree A(w) is appended to the leftmost leaf of the trees S − and S + for
consists of a root caret with a left child whose left subtree is A(w), and T + (z) is T + (w) with a single caret appended to its rightmost leaf. This pair is reduced, so no caret is removed in performing this product. The tree T − (z) has a left caret between the subtree A(w) and the root, so η(z n ) = γ A x −2 0 . Since T + (z) is just T + (w) with a single caret appended to its rightmost leaf,
and so condition (i) holds. For the remainder of this proof suppose that T − (w) has at least two right carets. Let A(w) be the left subtree of the root caret, let B(w) denote the left subtree of the right child of the root caret, and let E(w) denote the right subtree of the right child of the root. Let γ A , γ B , and γ E denote the subwords of η(w n ) corresponding to the carets of these subtrees; note that any of these trees can be the empty tree, and if so, the corresponding subword will be empty. Define γ r := 1 if the tree A(w) is the empty tree ∅ with no carets, and γ r := x −1 0 if A(w) = ∅, so that γ r is the contribution of the root caret of T − (w) to the nested traversal normal form η(w n ). The nested traversal normal form for w is then
In this case no carets need to be added to the tree pair for w in order to perform the multiplication wx −1 0 ; the trees A(w), B(w), and E(w) must be appended to leaves 0, 1, and 2, respectively of the trees S − and S + .
A caret must be removed from the product wx −1 0 to obtain the reduced tree pair diagram if and only if the trees A(w) and B(w) are both empty, and caret 1 in the tree T + (w) is exposed. In this case, T + (z) is the tree T + (w) with the first caret removed. Note that caret 1 of T + (w) contributed nothing to the nested traversal normal form η(w −1 p ), and that caret 2 of T + (w) must also be a left caret, and so contributed x −1 0 . The latter caret is caret
Analyzing the negative trees, we note that the tree T − (z) is the tree with a single left caret, namely the root caret, having a right subtree given by E(w), and so η(z n ) = γ E . Thus in the case that a caret must be removed in the multiplication wx −1 0 we have either E(w) = R k for some k ≥ 0 and η(w) = η(z)x 0 (condition (ii)), or E(w) = R k for any k and η(w) = η(z p )x 0 x −1 0 η(z n )x 0 (condition (iii)).
Finally, suppose that no carets need to be removed in the multiplication wx −1 0 . Then T + (z) = T + (w) and z p = w p . The nested traversal normal form for z is η(z) = η(w p )γ A γ r γ B x −1 0 γ E . In this last case in which T − (w) has at least two right carets and no caret is removed in the multiplication, we see that either E(w) = R k and η(z) = η(w)x −1 0 (condition (i)), or E(w) = R k and η(w) = η(z)x 0 (condition (ii)).
Next, we turn to edges of the form e 1 (w). For such an edge, the case where T − (w) has at least three right carets is by far the most complicated, so before stating the desired lemma, we establish some useful notation for that case. • Define j(w) to be the number of the first exposed caret of T + (w).
To understand the good edges, and later the definition of the partial order on the edges, one must first understand explicitly how the tree pair diagram for w may change when w is multiplied by x −1 1 . To form the product wx −1 1 , if T − (w) contains at least 3 right carets, then no carets must be added to the trees of the reduced pair diagram for w, but the subtrees A(w), B(w), C(w), and D(w) are appended to the leaves numbered 0, 1, 2, and 3, respectively, of the trees in the reduced tree pair diagram for x −1 1 , which is given in Figure 2 . Continuing the case that T − (w) contains at least 3 right carets, let T ′ − be the negative tree of the intermediate step in the multiplication, wx −1 1 before any carets are removed to reduce the tree pair diagram. The carets of T − (w) and T ′ − with the same number have the same type (left, right or interior) in both trees, with the exception of the caret numbered N A (w) + 1 + N B (w) + 1, which is a right caret in T − (w) and an interior caret in T ′ − . This is the only caret that can be exposed in T ′ − but not in T − (w), and hence the only caret that might be removed if T ′ − is not reduced. As a consequence, a caret must be removed in the multiplication wx −1 1 if and only if the following property holds: ( ‡): B(w) = ∅, C(w) = ∅, and T + (w) has an exposed caret at caret number N A (w) + 2.
We are now ready to describe exactly which edges of the form e 1 (w) are good edges.
Lemma 3.6. Let w ∈ F . Then e 1 (w) is a good edge if any of the following are satisfied:
(1) T − (w) has at most two right carets.
(2) T − (w) has 3 or more right carets, property ( ‡) is not satisfied and D(w) = R k for some k ≥ 0.
(3) T − (w) has 3 or more right carets but no interior carets, property ( ‡) holds and the number n of the caret that cancels satisfies n = N A (w) + 2 = j(w), so caret n is the first exposed caret in T + (w).
Proof. Let u = wx −1 1 . Again we compare η(w) with η(u), and we claim that the nested traversal normal forms satisfy one of the following five conditions. In each case, it follows immediately that the edge e 1 (w) is good. We list them below, along with an indication of where they occur:
1 . This occurs in Cases (1) and (2) For the remainder of the proof, assume that T − (w) has at least three right carets. Let γ A , γ r , γ B , γ C , and γ D be the subwords of the nested traversal normal form η(w n ) corresponding to the carets of A(w), the root, B(w), C(w), and D(w), respectively. In this case the nested traversal normal form for w is then
No carets must be removed to create the reduced tree pair diagram for u = wx −1 1 , and D(w) = R k for some k ≥ 0. It follows immediately that T + (w) = T + (u) and hence η(w p ) = η(u p ). From the discussion of T − (w) and T ′ − = T − (u) above, only caret number N A (w) + 2 + N B (w) makes a different contribution to the respective nested traversal normal forms, yielding:
Comparing these words with the nested traversal normal forms for η(w) given above yields η(u) = η(w)x −1 1 , and condition (i) again holds. 13 Case 3. Caret n is removed when we form the product wx −1 1 (equivalently, property ( ‡) holds), j(w) = n, and T − (w) has no interior carets. From ( ‡), this caret necessarily has caret number n = N A (w) + 2. As T − (w) has no interior carets in Case 3, we must have A(w) = L n−2 , the tree with n − 2 left carets, where n − 2 ≥ 0 and D(w) = R k for some k ≥ 0. Then η(w n ) = x −(n−2) 0 . When caret n is removed to form the tree pair diagram for u, we see that T − (u) then has n − 1 left carets including the root and k + 1 right non-root carets, and so η(u n ) = x −(n−2) 0 as well.
Note that N (w) ≥ N A (w) + 3 = n + 1, and so caret n of T + (w) is neither the first nor the last caret of this tree. Then this is an interior caret of T + (w) which is an exposed caret, in particular it has an empty right subtree. This caret will contribute x −1 1 to the nested traversal normal form η(w −1 p ). The tree T + (u) is the tree T + (w) with caret n removed. For 1 ≤ j ≤ N (w), let C j denote caret j of the tree T + (w). Caret C 1 contributes nothing to the nested traversal normal form η(w −1 p ). Whenever 2 ≤ j < n − 1, the unexposed caret C j is either an interior caret or a right caret, and in both cases C j has a nonempty right subtree containing the interior caret C n . Hence each of these carets C j adds x −1 0 to η(w −1 p ) before the subword x −1 1 corresponding to caret C n , and also adds either x 0 x −1 1 or x 0 to η(w −1 p ) after this subword. Then η(w −1 p ) = x −(n−2) 0
x −1 1 β for some word β, and the nested traversal normal form for
To analyze the nested traversal normal forms η(u −1 p ) and η(u) further, we now divide into four subcases, as follows.
Case 3a. Suppose A(w) = ∅. Then it follows that n = 2, and so η(w) = β −1 x 1 . The tree T + (u) is T + (w) with caret n = 2 removed, so η(u) = β −1 , and condition (ii) holds.
Case 3b. Suppose A(w) = ∅, caret n is the left child of its parent caret in T + (w), and N (w) = n + 1.
Then it follows that all other carets of T + (w) are right carets, or else a caret with infix number less than n would be the first exposed caret in T + (w). Thus the nested traversal normal for for w is η(w) = x −(n−2) 0 Case 3c. Suppose that A(w) = ∅, caret n is the left child of its parent caret in T + (w), and N (w) > n + 1. Caret C n+1 is the parent of caret C n in this case. If C n+1 is an interior caret of T + (w), then C n+1 is an interior caret contained in the right subtree of carets C j for all 2 ≤ j ≤ n−1, and so in the tree T + (u), these carets C j also contain an interior caret in their right subtrees. If instead C n+1 is a right caret, then C j is a right caret for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n − 1. Note that the final caret N (T − (w)) of T − (w) is exposed, and the tree pair (T − (w), T + (w)) is reduced, so caret number N (T + (w)) > n + 1 of T + (w) is not exposed. Then the left subtree of the latter caret contains an interior caret C i of T + (w) with i > n, and hence this interior caret is contained in the right subtrees of all of the carets C j with 2 ≤ j ≤ n − 1. Then for both types of parent caret the nested traversal path for u −1 p is the same as that for w −1 p except that the x −1 1 subword corresponding to caret n is removed. Then η(u) = β −1 x n−2 0 x −(n−2) 0 , and condition (iv) holds with γ = β −1 .
Case 3d. Suppose that A(w) = ∅, and caret n is the right child of its parent in T + (w). Since n ≥ 3, N (T + (w)) ≥ n + 1, and caret C n is the first exposed caret in T + (w), then caret C n−1 must be an interior caret in T + (w), which is contained in the right subtree of each C j with 2 ≤ j ≤ n − 2. Then the nested traversal path for u −1 p is the same as that for w −1 p except that the x −1 0 x −1 1 x 0 x −1 1 subword of η(w −1 p ) corresponding to carets C n−1 and C n is replaced with the word x −1 1 corresponding the 14 caret C n−1 of T + (u). In this case η(w) = (α −1
). So condition (v) holds with γ = α −1 x 1 . Lemmas 3.4 and 3.6 complete the proof of Theorem 3.3. In the next sections, we will most frequently apply the contrapositive of Theorem 3.3, rewritten below following Notation 3.5.
Corollary 3.7. Let w ∈ F . If e a (w) is a bad edge, then a = 1, the tree T − (w) has at least 3 right carets, and either
, and property ( ‡) holds.
Proof. From Theorem 3.3 parts (1) and (2) we know that a = 1 and T − (w) contains at least 3 right carets.
If no caret is removed in the multiplication wx −1 1 , i.e. property ( ‡) fails, then Part (3) of Theorem 3.3 shows that we must have D(w) = R N D (w) .
If a caret is removed in the multiplication wx −1 1 , then property ( ‡) holds, Additionally, if we are not in either of the cases (1) or (3) of this corollary, then we have D(w) = R N D (w) and A(w) = L N A (w) . In this case, T − (w) has no interior carets, so B(w) = ∅ and the caret that is canceled in the multiplication is caret number N A (w) + 2, which must be exposed in T + (w). It follows from part (4) of Theorem 3.3 that this caret is not the first exposed caret in T + (w), and so j(w) < N A (w) + 2. However, two consecutive carets cannot be exposed, and we conclude that j(w) ≤ N A (w). Furthermore, if j(w) = 1, then caret 1 would be exposed in both T − (w) and T + (w) and the tree pair diagram would not be reduced. Hence, 2 ≤ j(w) ≤ N A (w), and case (2) of the corollary holds.
3.2.
Defining a partial order on the bad edges. We now define a partial order on the set of all bad edges e 1 (w) as required for Theorem 3.2. This partial order is based on numerical measures related to the tree pair diagram for w. These include N (w), as well as N A (w) and N D (w), the number of carets in the subtrees A(w) and D(w) defined in Notation 3.5 above. To order the edges e 1 (w) and e 1 (w ′ ) where the values N A and N D are the same for both elements, we first need to construct, for each fixed number k, several different partial orderings of the set of all rooted binary trees with k carets. Before explaining these posets, we first need some additional combinatorial information associated to a rooted binary tree. • We order the right carets of T , in infix order, and call them r 1 , r 2 , r 3 , . . . , r k , where r 1 is the root caret of T . Let T i be the (possibly empty) left subtree of caret r i . Let s r (T ) := i, where i is the smallest index with 0 ≤ i ≤ k, with the property that for every i < t ≤ k, T t is empty.
• Similarly, we call the left carets of T , in infix order, l m , l m−1 , . . . , l 1 , where l 1 is the root caret of T , and let S i be the (possibly empty) right subtree of caret l i . Then let s l (T ) := i, where i is the smallest index , 0 ≤ i ≤ m, such that S t is empty for every i < t ≤ m.
• Let C r (T ) := N (T ) − (k − s r (T )) where k is the number of right carets in T ; that is, C r (T ) is the number of carets in T up to and including caret r sr(T ) .
• Let C l (T ) := N (T ) − (m − s l (T )) where m is the number of left carets in T ; that is, C l (T ) is the number of carets in T after, and including, caret l s l (T ) .
We remark that the simple condition of whether a tree consists either only of right carets or only of left carets, which was critical in recognizing bad edges in Corollary 3.7, simply translates into whether s r or s l equals zero. More precisely, the condition s r (T ) = 0 (respectively s r (T ) > 0) is equivalent to T = R N (T ) (respectively T = R N (T ) ). Similarly, the condition s l (T ) = 0 (respectively s l (T ) > 0) is equivalent to T = L N (T ) (respectively T = L N (T ) ). In order to sort, rather than simply recognize, the bad edges, however, we need to keep track of the numerical values s r and s l .
Consider the set of rooted binary trees with k carets. We define the right poset of rooted binary trees with k carets which will be used to order edges e 1 (w) where N D (w) = k. For each tree D with k carets with s r (D) > 0, we define the tree f (D) as follows:
• If s r (D) is odd, and T 1 , the left subtree of the root caret of D, is empty, f (D) is the tree formed by rotating D to the left at caret r 1 . That is, if g is the element of F with tree pair diagram (D, R k ) where R k is the tree consisting of k right carets, then gx −1 0 has (possibly unreduced) tree pair diagram (f (D), R k ).
• If s r (D) is odd, and T 1 is not empty, f (D) is the tree formed by rotating D to the right at caret r 1 . That is, if g is the element of F with tree pair diagram (D, R k ), then gx 0 has tree pair diagram (f (D), R k ).
• If s r (D) is even, and T 2 , the left subtree of the right child of the root caret of D, is empty, f (D) is the tree formed by rotating D to the left at caret r 2 . If g is the element of F with tree pair diagram (D, R k ), then gx −1 1 has tree pair diagram (f (D), R k ). • If s r (D) is even, and T 2 is not empty, f (D) is the tree formed by rotating D to the right at caret r 2 . If g is the element of F with tree pair diagram (D, R k ), then gx 1 has tree pair diagram (f (D), R k ).
Now declare f (D) < r D for every D. We claim that the transitive closure of this order is a wellfounded partial order, with unique minimal element R k , the tree with k right carets. To see this, notice that C r (D) = 0 if and only if D = R k . Now C r (f (D)) ≤ C r (D), and if C r (f (D)) = C r (D), then s r (D) and s r (f (D)) have different parities. So if f n (D) = D for some positive integer n, this implies that there is a word x ±1 0 x ±1 1 · · · x ±1 0 x ±1 1 (where possibly the first and/or last generators are absent) which is trivial in F , contradicting Lemma 2.4.
Since there are only a finite number of trees with k carets, C r (f m (D)) < C r (D) for some m, and hence C r (f n (D)) = 0 for some n. Hence, we see that this is a partial order with a unique minimal tree R k , which is less than all other trees in the poset. We denote the order in this poset by < r .
We now define the left posets of rooted binary trees with k carets, which will be used to sort bad edges e 1 (w) for which N A (w) = k. Using the method given above, we could have constructed a poset using s l , S i , and C l instead of s r , T i , and C r , replacing the words "rotate left " by "rotate right" and vice-versa. This yields a dual poset, where the minimal element is the tree L k consisting of only left carets. We denote relationships in this order by A 1 < l A 2 .
However, in some cases we will need a modification of this left poset in order to sort our edges, depending on an index 1 ≤ j ≤ k. For any natural numbers k ≥ 3 and 2 ≤ j ≤ k − 1, let B j (k) be a tree consisting of k carets, none of which are interior, so that the root caret has infix number j + 1. Note that B k−1 (k) = L k , the tree consisting of k left carets. In the left poset with order relation < l , there is a unique path from each tree to the minimal element B k−1 (k) = L k , and hence there also is a unique (undirected) path from each tree to B j (k). For each 2 ≤ j ≤ k − 2, Figure 3 . In the example of the pair of trees (T − (w), T + (w)) given above, the subtree D(w) (respectively A(w)) has four right (respectively left) carets. We compute the following quantities: N (w) = 15, N D (w) = 7, N A (w) = 5, s r (w) = 2, s l (w) = 1, C r (w) = 5, C l (w) = 2, n(w) = 13 and j(w) = 3.
we form a new poset, reordering the trees by declaring A 1 < j l A 2 if A 1 is on the unique path from A 2 to B j (k). For each such j, the new poset now has least element B j (k), and whereas
If j = 1, k − 1 or k, we use the original poset, and declare < j l =< l . Thus we have constructed only k − 2 distinct posets in all, for each k ≥ 3. In the trivial cases k = 1 and k = 2, simply declare < j l =< l for any 1 ≤ j ≤ k. To summarize: for each natural number k ≥ 3, we have defined k − 1 distinct partial orderings of the set of rooted binary trees with k carets. There is a unique right poset which has as minimal element R k , which will be used to sort bad edges e 1 (w) with N D (w) = k; there is a family of k − 2 distinct left posets which have, respectively, the trees B j (k) for 2 ≤ j ≤ k − 1 as unique minimal elements, which will be used to sort edges with N A (w) = k and j(w) = j.
The following notation, based on the quantities introduced in Notation 3.5 and Definition 3.8, will simplify the description of the ordering. Notation 3.9. Let e 1 (w) be a bad edge, for an element w = (T − (w), T + (w)) ∈ F .
• Let s r (w) := s r (D(w)).
• Let s l (w) := s l (A(w)).
• Let C r (w) := C r (D(w)).
• Let C l (w) := C l (A(w)).
• Let n(w) be the infix number of the right caret of T − (w) whose left subtree is not empty, but whose right subtree is either empty or consists only of right carets. If no such caret exists, T − (w) consists only of right carets, and we set n(w) = 0.
In the following definition, we define a set of comparisons between certain pairs of bad edges. We then prove that the transitive closure of this set of order relationships is a partial order. Some details of this partial order (particularly the fourth set of comparisons) may seem mysterious at this point, but they are exactly the relationships needed for the cell map from the set of bad edges into the 2-cells which is defined in the next section to satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 3.2.
Definition 3.10. Let e 1 (w) and e 1 (z) be bad edges. We say e 1 (z) < e 1 (w) in the following situations: Lemma 3.11. The transitive closure of the set of order relationships defined above is a partial order satisfying the property that for all bad edges e, the set of bad edges less than e with respect to this partial order is finite.
Proof. In order to show this is a partial order, we must show that for every set of bad edges satisfying e 1 (w 1 ) > e 1 (w 2 ) > · · · > e 1 (w n ), w 1 = w n . Suppose e 1 (w 1 ) > e 1 (w 2 ) > · · · > e 1 (w n ). If N (w i ) is not constant for all i, then N (w n ) < N (w 1 ), and so w 1 = w n . So we may assume N = N (w i ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Next we observe that if s r (w i ) > 0 for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n, then for each
, so w 1 = w n . Therefore, if w 1 = w n the value of the variable s r must change twice in the sequence of edges between a strictly positive value and 0. Thus there must be indices for which the value of s r increases from 0 to a (strictly) positive number and for which the value decreases from positive to 0. In particular, there must be some index i for which s r (D(w i )) = 1 or 2, s r (D(w i+1 )) = 0, and n(w i+1 ) < n(w i ). But since for every index j we have n(w j+1 ) ≤ n(w j ), then n(w n ) < n(w 1 ), and hence w 1 = w n . Finally, since the subset of all edges e 1 (w) with a fixed value of N (w) is finite, the finiteness condition is satisfied and this partial order is well-founded.
3.3. The mapping from the set of bad edges to the set of 2-cells in the Cayley complex. In this section we define a mapping c from the set of bad edges to the set of 2-cells in the Cayley complex. We will set up the map c so that the bad edge e 1 (w) is on the boundary of the cell c(e 1 (w)).
In order to specify this mapping, we will first define notation for 2-cells in the Cayley complex with a specified basepoint and orientation. For each vertex w and edge e 1 (w) in the Cayley complex, there are eight 2-cells containing this edge in their boundaries. For four of these 2-cells, there are 10 edges on the boundary; these are the 2-cells labeled Rr ±1 1 (w) and Rl ±1 1 (w) in Figure 4 . For the other four 2-cells whose boundaries contain e 1 (w), there are 14 boundary edges; these are the 2-cells labeled Rr ±1 2 (w) and Rl ±1 2 (w) in Figure 5 . In each of these 2-cells, in addition to e 1 (w) the boundary contains three other edges of the form e 1 (v) for some v ∈ F , and none of the e 1 edges in the boundary of a particular 2-cell are adjacent. The edge e 1 (w) will be referred to as the top e 1 edge in these eight 2-cells. The e 1 edges closest to w and wx −1 1 are the left and right side edges e 1 (z l ) and e 1 (z r ), respectively, and the last e 1 edge is the bottom edge e 1 (z b ).
For a bad edge e 1 (w), the 2-cell c(e 1 (w)) must be chosen from among these eight cells. The map will be defined so that z b can be represented by a (not necessarily reduced) tree pair diagram
, where the negative trees T − (w) and T ′ − (z b ) differ by a single rotation at a particular caret, and the positive trees satisfy T + (w) = T ′ + (z b ). The notation Ra ±1 n (w) (where R stands for relator,) has been motivated by this. The letter a = l or a = r depends on whether the rotation needed to transform T − (w) to T ′ − (z b ) takes place at a left or right caret of T − (w). The superscript ±1 takes into account the direction of this rotation, and the subscript n specifies at which caret the rotation takes place. More specifically, in the case of a rotation at a left caret, n = 1 means this caret is the left child of the root of T − (w), while n = 2 means rotation is at the left child of the left child of the root. In the case of a rotation at a right caret, if caret m is the right child of the right child of the root of T − (w), then n = 1 means rotating at the right child of caret m, and n = 2 means rotating at the right child of the right child of caret m.
x 0
x 0 Figure 4 . The four 2-cells Rr ±1 1 (w) and Rl ±1 1 (w) with boundary consisting of 10 edges including e 1 (w). In each rectangle, the vertices w, z l , z r , and z b are labeled.
Rewriting the result of Corollary 3.7 using the quantities in Notation 3.9, we have that the bad edge e 1 (w) satisfies either s r (w) > 0 or else property ( ‡) holds and either s l (w) > 0 or 2 ≤ j(w) ≤ N A (w). It will be useful to re-organize these cases for the definition of the map c, as follows.
Corollary 3.12. Let w ∈ F . If e a (w) is a bad edge, then a = 1, the tree T − (w) has at least 3 right carets, and either (1) s r (w) > 0, (2) s r (w) = 0, s l (w) ∈ {0, 1}, property ( ‡) holds, N A (w) ≥ 2, and either
s r (w) = 0, s l (w) > 0, property ( ‡) holds, and the conditions of case (2) are not satisfied.
The proof of this corollary follows directly from Corollary 3.7, using the fact that when s l (w) = 0 then A = L N A (w) = B N A (w)−1 (N A (w)), and is left to the reader.
Using these cases, we will choose c(e 1 (w)) to accomplish the following:
• If s r (w) > 0, then D(w) is not the minimal element R N D (w) relative to < r ; in this case c(e 1 (w)) is chosen so that either N (z b ) < N (w), or N (z b ) = N (w), N D (z b ) = N D (w) and D(z b ) < r D(w) (see part (1) of the definition below).
x 0 Figure 5 . The four 2-cells Rr ±1 2 (w) and Rl ±1 2 (w) with boundary consisting of 14 edges including e 1 (w). In each rectangle, the vertices w, z l , z r , and z b are labeled.
• If s r (w) = 0, but A(w) is not the minimal tree relative to < j(w) l , c(e 1 (w)) is chosen (in parts (2c) and (3)) so that either
• Finally, if both A(w) and D(w) are minimal, then c(e 1 (w)) is chosen (in parts (2a) and (2b)) so that caret j(w) is removed in moving around the 2-cell from w to z b , so N (z b ) < N (w).
Definition 3.13. We define a map c from the set of bad edges to the set of 2-cells in several cases. Consider a bad edge e 1 (w), and let k = N A (w). Let T 1 be the left subtree of the root of D(w), and let T 2 be the left subtree of the right child of the root of D(w). Similarly, let S 1 be the right subtree of the root caret of A(w), and let S 2 be the right subtree of the left child of the root caret of A(w).
(1) If s r (w) > 0 and:
• If s r (w) is odd, and T 1 is empty, then define c(e 1 (w)) := Rr 1 (w).
• If s r (w) is odd, and T 1 is not empty, let c(e 1 (w)) := Rr −1 1 (w). • If s r (w) is even, and T 2 is empty, let c(e 1 (w)) := Rr 2 (w).
• If s r (w) is even, and T 2 is not empty, let c(e 1 (w)) := Rr −1 2 (w). (3) If s r (w) = 0, s l (A) > 0, property ( ‡) holds, and the conditions of case (2) are not satisfied, and:
• If s l (w) is odd, and S 1 is empty, then let c(e 1 (w)) := Rl 1 (w).
• If s l (w) is odd, and S 1 is not empty, let c(e 1 (w)) := Rl −1 1 (w). • If s l (w) is even, and S 2 is empty, let c(e 1 (w)) := Rl 2 (w).
• If s l (w) is even, and S 2 is not empty, let c(e 1 (w)) := Rl −1 2 (w).
See Figures 6 and 8 for examples of bad edges and their corresponding two cells. Figures 7 and  9 show the tree pair diagrams corresponding to the elements w and z b , where e 1 (z b ) is the edge across the two-cell from the bad edge e 1 (w).
z l z r Figure 6 . The 2-cell corresponding to the bad edge e 1 (x −1 . Notice that these two trees differ by a rotation at the root caret of the subtree D(w).
In the following theorem, we verify that the map defined above and the partial order on the set of bad edges satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 3.2. In addition, we prove another fact which will be used later in showing that the combing satisfies a linear radial tameness function.
Theorem 3.14. If e 1 (w) is a bad edge, then all other vertices z on the boundary of c(e 1 (w)) have N (z) ≤ N (w). Furthermore, every edge of the form e 1 (z) along the boundary is either a good edge, or precedes e 1 (w) in the ordering of the bad edges.
Proof. Let e 1 (z b ) be the bottom e 1 edge in the 2-cell c(e 1 (w)), and e 1 (z l ) (respectively e 1 (z r )) be the left (respectively right) side e 1 edges. The first statement in the theorem is a consequence of the following observation. The tree T − (w) has enough carets in the left subtree of the root caret, and
x 0 
0 , and w ′′ = x 0 x 1 x 3 x −2 0 which are labeled in Figure 8 above.
in both subtrees of the right child of the root caret to ensure that as we read around c(e 1 (w)) to the left, starting from w, terminating at z b , and form the successive products, no carets ever need to be added to the tree pair diagrams in order to perform these multiplications. The same holds for the path from wx −1 1 , around to the right ending at z b x −1 1 . Since N (wx −1 1 ) ≤ N (w), it follows that for each vertex z of c(e 1 (w)), N (z) ≤ N (w). In addition, if N (z) = N (w), then T + (z) = T + (w).
To prove the second statement of the theorem, we proceed by cases according to the size of s r (w). In each case we show that e 1 (z) < e 1 (w), or else e 1 (z) is a good edge. We consider separately the three subcases of e 1 (z) for z ∈ {z b , z l , z r }.
(1) Case 1: s r (w) > 0. In this case c(e 1 (w)) = Rr ±1 n for n ∈ {1, 2}. Also, note that n(w) = N (w) − N D (w) + C r (w).
(a) z = z l . In this case either:
• N (z l ) < N (w) (and e 1 (z l ) < e 1 (w) by (1) of Definition 3.10 if e 1 (z l ) is a bad edge), or
• N (z l ) = N (w), s r (z l ) > 0 , N D (z l ) < N D (w) and n(z l ) = n(w) (and e 1 (z l ) < e 1 (w) by (2a) of Definition 3.10 if e 1 (z l ) is a bad edge), or
• N (z l ) = N (w) and s r (z) = 0. But one checks that if s r (z) = 0, then c(e 1 (w)) = Rr −1 n , n ∈ {1, 2}, and s r (w) = n. But since no carets are ever added in moving from z l x −1 1 to z l , e 1 (z l ) is a good edge. (b) z = z r . If it is not the case that N (z r ) < N (w), then it is easily checked through the definition of Rr ±1 n (w) that T − (z l ) and T − (z r ) differ only in the configuration of the carets in the left subtree of the root. Therefore, the argument for e 1 (z l ) goes through exactly, replacing z l by z r .
(c) z = z b . In this case either:
• N (z b ) < N (w) (and e 1 (z b ) < e 1 (w) by (1) (2) Case 2: s r (w) = 0. In this case, c(e 1 (w)) = Rl ±1 n for n ∈ {0, 1}. Also, note that n(w) = N A (w) + 1.
(a) z = z l . In this case, N A (z l ) < N A (w). Now either:
• N (z l ) = N (w) and s r (z l ) = 0, and hence n(z) ≤ n(w) (and e 1 (z l ) < e 1 (w) by (3a) of Definition 3.10 if e 1 (z l ) is a bad edge), or
• N (z l ) = N (w) and s r (z l ) > 0. However, this only occurs if c(e 1 (w)) = Rl ±1 2 (w), and then s r (z l ) = 1 and n(z l ) = n(w) (and e 1 (z l ) < e 1 (w) by (4b) of Definition 3.10 if e 1 (z l ) is a bad edge).
(b) z = z r . If e 1 (z r ) is a bad edge, then s r (w) = 0 implies that property ( ‡) holds. In this case, N (z r ) < N (w) because a caret is removed when moving from w to wx −1 1 . (c) z = z b . Then either:
• In cases (2a) and (2b) of Definition 3.13, N (z b ) < N (w), since caret j(w) is removed in moving from z l to z l x −1 1 (and e 1 (z b ) < e 1 (w) by (1) of Definition 3.10 if e 1 (z b ) is a bad edge). 
The combing of F satisfies a linear tameness function
The fact that our combing Ψ satisfies a linear radial tameness function will follow from the fact that the number of carets in the tree pair diagrams representing the vertices along a nested traversal normal form path never decreases, and from the close relationship between word length over the alphabet A = {x ±1 0 , x ±1 1 } and the number of carets. First, we extend the concept of the number of carets in a tree pair diagram from F = X 0 to all of X. (1) If x ∈ X 0 , then x = g ∈ F , and we let N M ax (x) = N M in (x) = N (g), the number of carets in either tree of a reduced tree pair diagram for g.
(2) If x ∈ X 1 − X 0 , then x is on the interior of some edge, with vertices g, h ∈ X 0 . Then define N M ax (x) = M ax(N (g), N (h)), and N M in (x) = M in(N (g), N (h)).
(3) If x ∈ X − X 1 , then x is in the interior of some 2-cell, with vertices g 1 , g 2 , . . . , g n along the boundary. Then we define N M ax (x) = M ax(N (g 1 ), N (g 2 ), . . . , N (g n )), and N M in (x) = M in(N (g 1 ), N (g 2 ), . . . , N (g n )).
The following lemma proves that using this expanded notion of the number of carets of x ∈ X, the number of carets does not decrease along the combing paths defined by Ψ.
Proof. In the case where x ∈ X 0 , as observed at the end of section 2.1, along a nested traversal normal form η(x) = a 1 a 2 . . . a n , we have N (a 1 a 2 · · · a i ) ≤ N (a 1 a 2 · · · a i+1 ). For x ∈ X 1 − X 0 , if x is in the interior of a good edge the conclusion of this lemma follows from the previous sentence. If x is in the interior of a bad edge e, then the inequality follows from Noetherian induction and the fact that for y on any bad edge e and z on the complement of the edge e in the closure of the 2-cell c(e), we have N M ax (z) ≤ N M ax (y) as shown in Theorem 3.14.
The next lemma relates the level of x ∈ X to the quantities N M in (x) and N M ax (x). Recall that when x ∈ X 0 , the level of x and l A (x), the word length of x with respect to A, are identical. The lengths of the two relators in this presentation are 10 and 14, so the constant c used in defining the level of a point in the interior of a 2-cell of the Cayley complex for this presentation of F will be c = 4(10)(14) + 1.
For any x ∈ X we have But on the other hand,
In summary, in this case, we have
And finally, if x ∈ X − X 1 , x is in the interior of some 2-cell, with g 1 , g 2 , . . . , g k on the boundary, then
On the other hand,
And so, in this case, we have
This establishes the first statement of the lemma. Now if x ∈ X 0 , N M ax (x) = N M in (x). For x ∈ X 1 − X 0 , N M ax (x) − N M in (x) ≤ 2, since one either needs to add at most 1 caret (or can cancel at most one caret) when multiplying by x ±1 0 , and one needs to add at most two carets (or can cancel at most two carets) when multiplying by x ±1
1 . Now the relators in our presentation of F have length either 10 or 14, and two vertices v and w on the boundary of a relator can be at most seven edges apart. Furthermore, examining the relators, we see that at most two of these seven edges correspond to multiplication by x ±1 1 . Therefore, for x ∈ X − X 1 , N M ax (x) − N M in (x) ≤ 2(2) + 5 = 9.
We are now able to prove that the combing Ψ defined in Section 3 satisfies a linear radial tameness function. 
] has a 1-combing admitting a radial tameness function of ρ(q) = 4q + 45.
Proof. Let Ψ : X 1 × [0, 1] → X be the 1-combing of F constructed in the previous section. Suppose that x ∈ X 1 , 0 ≤ s < t ≤ 1, and lev(Ψ(x, s)) > 4q + 45. In Lemma 4.3 we have shown that lev(Ψ(x, s)) < 4N M ax (Ψ(x, s)) + 1, which implies that 4N M ax (Ψ(x, s)) > 4q + 44, or N M ax (Ψ(x, s)) > q + 11. From Lemma 4.2 we have N M ax (Ψ(x, t)) ≥ N M ax (Ψ(x, s)), and so N M ax (Ψ(x, t)) > q + 11. The last statement in Lemma 4.3 also shows that N M ax (Ψ(x, t)) − N M in (Ψ(x, t)) ≤ 9, and so N M in (Ψ(x, t)) > q + 2. Using Lemma 4.3 once more, we obtain lev(Ψ(x, t)) > q.
Linear tame combing for BS(1, p)
In this section we prove the following. 
1 ≤ |i k | ≤ h + 1, and either 1 ≤ |i k | or k = −m = 0.
Moreover, in each case, g also has a (not necessarily geodesic) representative of the form t −m a j t s with m ≥ 0, s ≥ 0, and j = i −m + i −m+1 p + · · · + i k p k+m ∈ Z.
The next two lemmas show that lower and upper bounds on the length of a geodesic representative of t −m a j t s in the Cayley graph imply lower and upper bounds, respectively, on the value of |j|.
Lemma 5.3. If 0 ≤ m < n, 0 ≤ s < n, h + 2 < B, and l Γ (t −m a j t s ) > Bn, then |j| > p ( 1 h+2 B−2)n .
Proof. We will prove the contrapositive; suppose that 0 ≤ m < n, 0 ≤ s < n, h + 2 < B, and |j| ≤ p ( 1 h+2 B−2)n . Let w be a word in one of the forms (1)-(2) from Lemma 5.2 that is a geodesic representative of the element of G that is also represented by t −m a j t s . As w is a geodesic, it follows that l Γ (t −m a j t s ) is simply the length l(w) of the word w.
First note that if i k = 0, then j = 0 and either s = 0 or m = 0. In both of these instances, we have l Γ (t −m a j t s ) < n < Bn.
For the rest of the proof we suppose that |i k | ≥ 1. In both cases (1)-(2), we have |j| = |i −m + i −m+1 p+· · ·+i k p k+m | ≤ p ( 1 h+2 B−2)n , and hence |i k |p k+m −| k−1 l=−m i l p l+m | ≤ p ( 1 h+2 B−2)n . Since each |i l | ≤ h for −m ≤ l ≤ k − 1, then | k−1 l=−m i l p l+m | ≤ k−1 l=−m hp l+m = h p k+m −1 p−1 < 2 3 p k+m , where the last inequality uses the hypothesis that p ≥ 3. Plugging this into the previous inequality, and using the fact that |i k | ≥ 1, gives 1 3 p k+m ≤ |i k |p k+m − 2 3 p k+m < p ( 1 h+2 B−2)n . Then p k+m−( 1 h+2 B−2)n < 3, and so k + m − ( 1 h+2 B − 2)n ≤ 0. Since 0 ≤ m, then k ≤ ( 1 h+2 B − 2)n.
If w is of the form in (1) with k > 0, then
If w is of the form in (1) with k ≤ 0, then
For w of the form (2) with k > s − m, we have
And finally, for w in form (2) Hence in all possible cases, l Γ (t −m a j t s ) = l(w) < Bn + 1, and so this nonnegative integer satisfies l Γ (t −m a j t s ) ≤ Bn.
Lemma 5.4. If 0 ≤ m < n, 0 ≤ s < n, 1 < E, and |j| > p En , then l Γ (t −m a j t s ) > (E − 1)n.
Proof. Suppose that 0 ≤ m < n, 0 ≤ s < n, 1 < E, and |j| > p En . Let w be a word in one of the forms (1)-(2) from Lemma 5.2 that is a geodesic representative of the element of G also represented by t −m a j t s .
In both cases, we have p En < |j| = |i −m + i −m+1 p + · · · + i k p k+m |, and in particular we must have |i k | ≥ 1. Using the fact that | k−1 l=−m i l p l+m | < 2 3 p k+m (see the proof of Lemma 5.3) and the inequality |i k | ≤ h + 1 yields p En < 2 3 p k+m + |i k |p k+m < (h + 2)p k+m . Since p ≥ 3, then p En−k−m < h + 2 ≤ p, and so En − k − m ≤ 0. Then (E − 1)n < En − m ≤ k.
Note that the inequality (E − 1)n < k implies that 0 < k. We again consider the length of w in each case.
If w is of the form in (1), then l(w) = 2k + m + s + |i −m | + · · · + |i k | > 2(E − 1)n + 0 + 0 + 1.
For w of the form (2) with k > s − m, we have l(w) = 2m + k + (k − s + m) + |i −m | + · · · + |i k | > 0 + (E − 1)n + 0 + 1.
And finally, for w in form (2) with k ≤ s − m, we have k ≤ s and hence l(w) = m + s + |i −m | + · · · + |i k | > 0 + k + (s − k) + 1 > (E − 1)n + 0 + 1.
Thus in all possible cases we have l Γ (t −m a j t s ) = l(w) > (E − 1)n.
The Cayley complex X can be constructed using rectangles homeomorphic to [0, 1] × [0, 1], with the top labeled a and oriented to the right, the bottom labeled a p and also oriented to the right, and the left and right sides labeled t and oriented upward. Gluing these rectangles along commonly labeled and oriented sides, the Cayley complex X is homeomorphic to the product R × T of the real line with a tree T . The projection maps π R : X → R and π T : X → T are continuous, and we can write a point x ∈ X uniquely as [π R (x), π T (x)].
The vertices of T are the projections via π T of the vertices of X. Two vertices of X project to the same vertex of T if and only if there is a path in X 1 labeled by a power of a between the two vertices. Each edge of T can be considered as oriented upward with a label t, the projection under π T of edges labeled by t in the Cayley complex. Each vertex of T is the initial vertex for p edges and the terminal vertex for one edge.
The projection π R maps a vertex t −m a j t s to the real number jp −m . The points on a vertical edge between vertices t −m a j t s and t −m a j t s+1 also all map under π R to jp −m , and the projection π R maps the horizontal edge from t −m a j t s to t −m a j t s a homeomorphically to the interval from jp −m to jp −m + p −m+s .
On a rectangular ([0, 1]× [0, 1]) 2-cell, the top left and top right vertices have the form [jp −m , z] and [jp −m +p −m+s , z], respectively. Two points x = [jp −m , π T (x)] and y = [jp −m +p −m+s , π T (y)] on the left and right sides of this 2-cell, respectively, determine a horizontal line segment if π T (x) = π T (y) is a point on the unique edge in the tree T oriented toward the vertex z. The projection π R maps this horizontal line segment homeomorphically to the interval from jp −m to jp −m + p −m+s in R, and the projection π T is constant on this segment. Let z ′ be the initial vertex of the edge in T whose terminus is z, and let r be any real number in the interval from jp −m to jp −m + p −m+s . The two points [r, z ′ ] and [r, z] are on the bottom and top sides of this 2-cell, respectively, and they determine a vertical line segment in the 2-cell which maps via π R constantly to r, and which maps via π T homeomorphically to the edge from z ′ to z.
It will frequently be useful to move from points in the interiors of 1-cells or 2-cells to vertices in the Cayley complex. If y is a vertex in X, letỹ := y. If y is in the interior of a 1-cell in X labeled The geodesic in T from π T (1) to π T (x) must have an upward component in case III, and hence the nadir z(x) is a vertex of T . Then z(x) = π T (t −m ) for some integer 0 ≤ m.
The DHU-path for x travels from v ′ = Ψ(x, b ′ ) to w = Ψ(x, c) either via a nontrivial upward path, or else through a horizontal and then nonconstant upward path. The DHU-paths for v ′ and w are reparameterizations of the portion of the DHU-path for x traveling from ǫ to each endpoint, and so they have the same nadir z(x) = z(v ′ ) = z(w) = π T (t −m ). Moreover, we have |π R (v ′ )| ≤ |π R (w)|, and there is an upward path in T from π T (v ′ ) to π T (w).
Although the horizontal portion of the DHU-path for x must stay in the 1-skeleton of X (since it projects to π T (t −m )), the upward portion of the DHU-path for x may leave X 1 , and so v ′ and w may not be in X 1 . Letṽ ′ andw be the vertices associated to v ′ and w, respectively. It follows from the definition of associated vertices that these vertices satisfy z(ṽ ′ ) = z(w) = π T (t −m ), |π R (ṽ ′ )| ≤ |π R (w)|, and there is there is a (possibly empty) upward path in T from π T (ṽ ′ ) to π T (w).
Using Lemma 5.2, the vertexw is represented by a word t −m a j t s and the vertexṽ ′ is represented by a word t −m a i t r . The relations between these associated vertices above imply that 0 ≤ |i| ≤ |j| and 0 ≤ r ≤ s.
The definition of associated vertices implies that |lev(w)− lev(w)| < h+ 3, and hence l Γ (t −m a j t s ) = l Γ (w) = lev(w) < q+h+3 ≤ ⌊q⌋+h+4 =: n as in case II. As a consequence we have both 0 ≤ m < n and 0 < s < n as well.
Also as in case II, the inequality |lev(ṽ ′ ) − lev(v ′ )| < h + 3 implies that l Γ (t −m a i t r ) = l Γ (ṽ ′ ) = lev(ṽ ′ ) > Bn. Combining inequalities from above, we also have r < n.
The rest of the proof in this case is similar to that in Case II. In particular, Lemma 5.3 applied to t −m a i t r yields the inequality |i| > p ( 1 h+2 B−2)n = p 2n . Combining this with the inequality |i| ≤ |j| from above yields |j| > p 2n . In turn, using Lemma 5.4 with the word t −m a j t s and E = 2 shows that l Γ (t −m a j t s ) > n, contradicting the inequality l Γ (t −m a j t s ) < n found above.
Having achieved a contradiction in each case, this shows that the DHU-combing for the group BS(1, p) and generating set {a, t} ±1 satisfies a radial tameness function ρ : Q → R + for the linear function ρ(q) = Bq + C with the constants B = 4(h + 2) and C = (h + 4)(B + 1).
Coefficients in linear tame combings
In this section we show that the linear coefficient for a linear tame combing be bounded away from 1 for a specific generating set. Theorem 6.1. For every natural number p ≥ 8, the group G = BS(1, p) = a, t | tat −1 = a p with the generating set A = {a ±1 , t ±1 } does not admit a 1-combing with radial tameness function of the form ρ(q) = q + C for any constant C.
Proof. Let p ≥ 8 and let X be the Cayley complex of the presentation a, t | tat −1 = a p , described in Section 5. Suppose to the contrary that Ψ : X 1 × [0, 1] → X is a 1-combing with radial tameness function ρ(q) = q + C. Replacing C by any larger constant results in another radial tameness function satisfied by the 1-combing Ψ, so we may assume that C is a natural number larger than four.
